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ABSTRACT 
This report is about continuous temperature measurements of pig-iron at tapping from blast furnace 
2 in Oxelösund, SSAB. Nowadays the temperature is only checked once at every tapping. The purpose 
of this project is to see if the process stability increases by continuously knowing the temperature 
and to compare the costs of this new technique with the technique used today. Possible savings due 
to less consumption of coke/coal if the silicon amount and the temperature are closer to their aim 
values will be regarded and if as little steam consumption as possible are used. The process stability 
can be divided into different sub goals.  

The ordinary measuring techniques were investigated as a part of the main goal; such as the ordinary 
measured temperature, the pig-iron and slag samples.  

The new continuous temperature measuring technique was compared with the ordinary 
temperature measurement and investigations of the life length were done. How representative the 
pig-iron and slag samples are, when taking them at the time they are today, are also looked into.  

The continuous measured temperature showed around 0,37 % higher temperature than the ordinary 
measured temperature. The pig-iron and slag samples should be taken as they are today, for mainly 
safety aspects. 

By using continuous temperature measurement, some of the sub goals can be achieved for a more 
stable process. The economy on the other hand has shown that large savings can be done by using 
this continuous temperature method due to a more stable process. This is mainly because of a 
decrease in steam usage in the experimental period. By regarding only the material of the methods 
the continuous temperature equipment is a bit more expensive, but the savings are much larger so 
the continuous temperature method is beneficial. With time this method could probably improve the 
process stability even more since the operators will deal with the information and the probe better.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Continuous temperature measurements of the pig-iron at tapping are investigated in this report. 
Nowadays only one pig-iron and slag sample is taken per tapping. By continuously measuring the 
temperature it is possible to know the condition of the blast furnace and, in turn, see if improvements 
can be made by continuously knowing the condition. This new technique could mean a much more 
stable and safer production which would make it easier for the operators. The pig-iron and slag samples 
reliability is also investigated.  

The main goal of this project is to see if the continuous temperature measurements increase the 
process stability and to see how it affects the cost.  

Process stability can be investigated by many different parameters. In this project only a few parameters 
will be looked into. In this case, increased process stability can be seen if:    

• the Si-amounts are more stable 
• the C-amounts are more stable 

• Eta CO ( 𝐶𝑂2
𝐶𝑂2+𝐶𝑂

) is high and stable 

• the pulverized coal injection’s (PCI) variation is kept low 
• the blast temperature’s variation is kept low 
• the steam usage is kept low and with little variation 

• the fuel rate (𝑐𝑜𝑘𝑒+𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑘𝑒+𝑃𝐶𝐼
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

= 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠  ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 1

) is kept low  

The stability is evaluated through mainly standard deviation, and also average values. Economy aspects 
are also considered. For a more detailed explanation see Results – Experimental period – Process 
stability and economy; comparison between reference period and experimental period.  

Ways to increase the life time of the continuous temperature probe and how to optimize the 
insertion/removal of the probe are also looked into in this project. Safety aspects are considered as well. 
The experiments took place in Oxelösund at blast furnace number two.  

A literature study was also written to get knowledge of the blast furnace process (see p. 2-9).  

 

                                                           
1 Tonnes hot metal will be shortened THM from now on. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 About SSAB, Oxelösund 
SSAB is a leading manufacturer of high strength steel. [1] SSAB was first established in 1978 after a 
merging of the three companies Domnarvets Jernverk in Borlänge, Norrbottens Järnverk in Luleå and 
Oxelösunds Järnverk in Oxelösund. The iron mill in Oxelösund was built in 1914-1917 and was the first in 
Sweden to use coke, produced by coal in an own coking plant, in the iron making. Back in 1978 SSAB had 
eight blast furnaces. [1] 

In Luleå and Oxelösund crude steel are produced. The iron mill in Oxelösund produces the steel slabs 
into heavy plates, while the steel slabs from Luleå are sent to Borlänge where they are milled into strip 
products. [1] Today SSAB has three blast furnaces left, whereof two of them are situated in Oxelösund. 
These are called blast furnace 2 and blast furnace 4. [1], [2] 

SSAB’s vision is: a stronger, lighter and a more sustainable world. [1] 

 

2.2 Blast furnaces 

2.2.1 Brief introduction 
The blast furnace is one of the most efficient ways to produce pig-iron. The production rate and the 
degree of heat usage are high. The degree of heat usage is as high as 85-90% and high capacity blast 
furnaces can produce up to 12 000 tons per 24 hours. [2] Even though it is one of the most efficient 
ways to produce pig-iron the process is quite slow. The charge’s downfall, from burden level to tuyere 
level, takes a few hours and changes are shown after a long time. [2] 

The blast furnace process is based on the principle of counter heat flow. At the top of the blast furnace 
iron carriers, coke and slag formers are charged. The charge undergoes chemical and physical changes 
on the way to the bottom of the furnace and the temperature of the charge rises steadily. [3] The 
temperature rise is due to the hot gas flowing towards the top of the furnace. [4]The gas is only present 
in the blast furnace for less than ten seconds, while it takes about six to eight hours for the charge to 
sink to tuyere level. [2] 

A few of the important reactions that occur in the blast furnace are [5]: 

• Boudouard’s reaction:  C + CO2 ↔ 2CO      
• Indirect reaction: FeO + CO ↔ Fe(s) + CO2  
• Direct reduction:  FeO + C ↔ Fe(s) + CO 
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2.2.2 Zones 
The blast furnace can be divided into 
different zones, depending on 
temperature and reduction reactions. 
[4] Modern blast furnace can usually be 
divided into five parts; hearth, bosh, 
belly, shaft and throat. [6] 

The stack and bosh has a conical shape. 
The widest part of the blast furnace is 
where the stack and bosh meet. To 
make it possible for the charge to fall 
down and freely expand the stack 
widens towards its bottom. The air, 
called blast, that is blown in through 
the tuyere, cause reactions and one of 
the products is gas. The gas consists 
mostly of CO, CO2 and N2 and also small 
amounts of H2, H2O. The gas flows up 
towards the cooler region of the stack. [7], [8] 

The upper part of the blast furnace is the pre-heat zone. Here the temperature of the gas is drastically 
lowered while the charging’s temperature is rising from room temperature up to around 800⁰C. [2] The 
ore is softened and melted in the cohesive zone. [9]  

In the stack there is a thermal reserve zone which is not a well-defined area but usually it is located 
around the middle of the blast furnace. [8] Most of the indirect reductions take place here and this zone 
takes up about 50 – 60 % of the whole blast furnace volume. The Wüstite needs to be indirectly reduced 
thus the size of this zone is of great importance. The height of the zone is determined by the effectivity 
of the heat exchange in the shaft and thereby the homogeneity of the gas distribution. Sometimes a 
chemical inactive zone exists in the thermal reserve zone. A small exchange of oxygen between ore and 
gas occur but the composition of the gas does not change much. An important reaction that occurs in 
the thermal reserve zone is:  CO + H2O → CO2 + H2.  
This reaction creates hydrogen gas which is an effective reduction agent. [2] 

In the bosh the shaft narrows to support the slag from the material above and compresses the charge. 
The sponge iron and slag melt drip down in channels through the fuel to the hearth that is beneath the 
bosh. It is extremely important that the furnace gases can pass through the charge. [7] 

The hearth consists of a melt of iron and slag and the remaining coke. The hearth is emptied periodically 
through a tap hole that is placed under the liquid level. [10] The melt- and reduction zone is the zone 
from the tuyeres to 2-5 meters up. The temperature of the melted material is around 1450⁰C while the 
gas is cooled down to around 800 - 1000⁰C. [2] There are about 15 to 40 tuyeres where blast enters with 
a velocity of 200 to 300 m/s. The velocity creates a so called “raceway” of gas and makes the coke 
whirling around in front of each tuyeres. When oxygen hits the carbon it reacts immediately and carbon 
starts to combust. [8] The equable distribution of the gas flow upwards and the furnace charge flow 

Figure 1. The zones of the blast furnace. [a] 
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downwards is dependent on the size and the appearance of the raceway (the combustion zone). The 
remaining coke forms to a compact “pier” within the raceway that is called “the dead man” since it is an 
inactive zone. [2] The pier is limited upwards by permeable layers of coke, slag and iron. [2] The hearth 
itself can be divided into two zones; high speed fluid zone and low speed fluid zone. [10] 

2.2.3 Raw materials 
Coke is an important part in the iron making process, but since it is the most expensive feed material 
and because of CO2-emission there is a demand to minimize its use. [11], [12] The consumption of coke 
can decrease by increasing the blast temperature. This could also lead to an increase in productivity. The 
blast temperature cannot increase too much because of the increase in flame temperature that 
eventually will make the blast furnace process irregular (there is though possible to compensate by 
running more PCI and to decrease the oxygen enrichment). This leads to an interruption in the transport 
of the material. (Read more about flame temperature at p. 5-6) As a consequence of this, the 
consumption of coke could increase. [2] The production of the blast furnace could be increased if the 
combustion of coke increases or if the consumption of coke decreases. [2] The consumption of coke can 
decrease if there is a high top pressure in the blast furnace and if the distribution of the sinter, pellets 
and coke is controlled so that the gas flow is optimized. The combustion of coke, taking place at the 
tuyere level, raises the temperature to 1527-1827°C and melts the metal and slag. [13] 

Pulverized coal injection (PCI) is widely used in the blast furnace process. Coal powder is injected since it 
reduces the consumption of coke, adjusts the furnace stability and lowers the costs. The coal is injected 
via a lance through the tuyere (See Figure 2). [14] 

The main function of the slag is to interact with different impurities. The impurities enter via iron ore, 
slag formers and the coke/coal. 

The main impurities 
• Silicon • Manganese (though not an impurity for SSAB) 
• Phosphor • Sulfur 
 
Small amount of the following  impurities 
• Lead • Chromium 
• Tin • Nickel 
• Copper • Alkali metals (sodium and potassium) 
• Titanium  
 
These impurities distributes between the pig-iron and the slag. By changing the composition of the slag, 
it is possible to control some of the distribution of the different materials. It is also of importance that 
the slag is floating at tapping of the blast furnace. This could, as well, be achieved by changing the 
composition of the slag. A slag with much calcium oxide and manganese oxide means a slag with high 
basicity, which leads to a better sulfur treatment. [2] The basicity cannot be too high though to avoid 
alkali problems. Alkali might get stuck in the blast furnace. [2], [12] 

𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐵2 = (%𝐶𝑎𝑂)
(%𝑆𝑖𝑂2)

  [15] 
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Alkali, i.e. sodium and potassium, lowers the strength of the coke, the iron carriers and the brasque. 
When the charge enters the higher temperature areas at around 1500-1600°C, the alkali vaporizes and 
follows the gas back to the colder areas where it becomes solid again. The solid alkali are formed as 
carbonates. The carbonates either follow the gas out of the blast furnace or they stick to the walls and 
the charge. Those who stick to the charge can once again be reduced in the high temperature areas. 
Hence, the alkali are circulating in the blast furnace. The alkali which stick to the walls are building 
agglomerate of material and are growing inwards. As a consequence of this the gas flow and the charge 
flow are interrupted. [2] 

The sulfur acts as inclusions in the pig-iron and by removing them, steel with better mechanical 
properties, such as ductility values, hot workability and impact, can be achieved. The main reason to 
why sulfur enters the blast furnace is because of the coke. Other ways to minimize the sulfur in the pig-
iron is to lower the oxygen potential, i.e. a slag with lower content of iron oxide, and by reducing the 
alumina content in the slag. 

To achieve steel with low silicon content the hearth condition should be stable and the activity of silica 
decreased. Actions to achieve this is:  

An increase of A decrease of 
• basicity in the slag • blast temperature 
• blast humidity • coke to ore ratio 
• the hot blast pressure • fuel to ore ratio 
[16] 

Avoiding manganese-bearing ores can lower the manganese content in the steel. SSAB though wants a 
certain amount of manganese in the pig-iron. The high silicon levels, from the ore and coke, are though 
a more difficult problem. If the levels of manganese and silicon are lowered it will save fuel and could 
increase the rate of iron production. [8] 

 

2.3 Flame temperature 
The raceway adiabatic flame temperature 
(RAFT) is the temperature that the raceway 
gas reaches when all oxygen, carbon and 
water has been transformed to CO and H2. 
[17] It is assumed that the combustion is 
adiabatic, meaning no heat losses from the 
flame. [8] 

It is of great importance to determine the 
RAFT at the edge of the tuyere raceways 
since it determines the final temperature of 
the slag and metal in a large extent. It is 
important to understand how the flame 
temperature is affected by different operating parameters. [8] 

Figure 2. The 
Raceway Zone. [b]  
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One way to increase the flame temperature is by enriching the blast with oxygen which will decrease 
the amount of inert nitrogen. The flame temperature is decreased if humidity in the ingoing air blast 
increases because of the endothermic reaction that occurs. Consequently, the hearth temperature will 
also be lowered. [8] If the flame temperature is lowered too much it can lead to problems with for 
example heating iron and slag. It is important to control the flame temperature and this limits how 
much coke that can be replaced with other fuel. Low flame temperature can be useful since it facilitates 
the problem with alkali. [2] 

Increases the flame temperature Decreases the flame temperature 
• Blast temperature •  Steam 
• Oxygen •  Coal 
[12] 

The RAFT is normally between 2000 to 2300°C. [17] An appropriate flame temperature is around 2100°C 
and is attained by controlling blast temperature, oxygen, humidity, enrichments and hydrocarbon 
injection. [8] 

Although, it should be noted that reliable direct measurements at tuyere level cannot be achieved. The 
RAFT arises on the assumption that an imaginary boundary can be thrown around the combustion zone, 
which is not possible in reality. The calculated RAFT exceeds the true combustion zone temperature by 
as much as some hundred degrees since heat losses are ignored. There are many different ways on how 
to calculate the flame temperature. [18], [19] Since not all reactions are fully completed in the raceway 
the flame temperature is only a theoretical theory. Theoretically, the flame temperature can be 
calculated from a heat balance calculation over the raceway zone. [17] 

SiO-gas is dependent on the RAFT, higher RAFT gives more SiO-gas. [20] The RAFT is usually kept 
constant by adjusting the oxygen content in Swedish blast furnaces. The RAFT varies in different 
raceway zones and is affected by coal injection. [19]  

 

2.4 Artificial intelligence 
To be able to control the blast furnace process effectively, high tech computer systems and competent 
operators can be used. These computer systems collect physical and chemical data (such as 
temperature, pressure, gas etc.) from different sensors. Continuous temperature could be a good input 
for the system. [12] The system then uses the raw data and calculates variables that cannot be 
measured directly but represents important operating parameters, for example rate of temperature 
change. These systems calculate and monitor these variables and check them consistently and test the 
validity. The system takes into account the weighted connections between the processing elements.  

The system has a network that works similar to the neural network, which means that the system can 
predict events since the system can collect previous information and examples from the database. [21], 
[22] The system is performing self-studies and self-adaptation and therefore it continuously improves. 
[6] Artificial neural network (ANN) has developed quickly and is used in many fields and it is still 
developing. Since the system is combining empirical and scientific knowledge the term “artificial 
intelligence” is used to describe the systems control and steering of the blast furnace. As the working 
conditions in the blast furnace changes it is hard to develop a simulating model and artificial intelligent 
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systems are needed. [23], [22] The system makes it easier to realize the relationship between 
experience and knowledge. [6] 

The system can alarm the operators, give valuable information and make the whole process more 
secure and efficient. [22] This leads to fewer interruptions in the process, less raw material needed, 
lowered energy consumption and more even pig-iron quality. [2] It is very cost efficient to use the 
system. Although, the system does not replace operators but it is an important resource and helps the 
operators on how they should proceed. [22] The operators can take outer circumstances into account 
and by letting the operators take action they keep their knowledge fresh and are able to solve problems, 
which may occur, faster. It is also a precaution if the operators can take over if the system fails. [2]  

The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) have invested a lot of money on steel research. 
“France’s Usinor Group” has developed advanced blast furnace controlling system where artificial 
intelligence is of great importance. [22] The Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence 
(AAAI) is a scientific society that focuses on artificial intelligence. [24] 

The Swedish Artificial Society (SAIS) is supporting research of artificial intelligence. The members vary; it 
can be students, organizations, professionals etc. GoalArt is one example of a company in Sweden that is 
using artificial intelligence by providing methods and tools for monitoring and fault diagnose an 
industrial process. [25] 

 

2.5 Continuous temperature measurements 
Continuous temperature measurements could be useful in blast furnaces, since it is of importance that 
the molten metal temperature is optimized. Too high temperature can give different problems such as a 
negative effect on the coal rate, extra energy consumption and different casting problems. Too low 
temperature, on the other hand, can make issues with handling of the metal during hot metal 
desulfurization and pig-iron casting. [26], [27] Continuous temperature measurements of the pig-iron 
during tapping are important since there is a relationship with the flame temperature. The flame 
temperature, in turn, gives valuable information about the silicon content in the pig-iron and the 
conditions of the blast furnace. [28] 

Different techniques are used to control the temperature of the molten metal. Optical temperature 
measurement is one of these techniques, but it only measures the temperature on the metal surface. 
Optical temperature measurement is a rough technique and does not give the accuracy that usually is 
required because of the influence of slag and fume.   

Another technique used of measurements that will give the best result is thermoelectric temperature 
measurements. This technique uses noble metal thermocouples that are put in the molten metal bath, 
and will give the accuracy required. [27] The thermoelectric effect described shortly is the phenomena 
that occur when there is a temperature difference between two points in a conductor/semiconductor 
which results in a voltage difference between these points, i.e. a built-in electric field. Described more 
detailed: when warming a metal on one side, the electrons will be released in the hot region and starts 
to move against the colder parts since they will be more energetic. Because of this the positive metal 
ions will be left behind in the hot region and be exposed while electrons will be gathered in the cold 
region. The diffusion of electrons will continue until an electric field is developed and stops the 
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diffusion. Therefore, a voltage is created between the two regions with the hot end as positive 
potential. The potential difference that exists due to temperature difference is the so called 
thermoelectric effect. [29]    

  

Nowadays when measuring the temperature, the electrical tension is changed into pulses. The 
composition of thermocouple that are mostly used today, introduced in 1885, is consisting of a positive 
wire of 90 % platinum and 10 % rhodium, and a negative wire of pure platinum. [27]  

Other techniques that can be used to continuously measure the temperature are for example radiation 
pyrometer and heat camera. [30] 

Temperature measurements can be found at different companies, where one of them is HIsmelt in 
Australia. HIsmelt uses this continuous measurement of the metal temperature in the forehearth, where 
metal is continuously tapped from the smelt reduction vessel. (See Figure 4) This is measured with a 
device called Contitherm. The device was first tested on HIsmelt Research and Development Facility in a 
smelt reduction vessel with a diameter of 2.7 meter. Later on it was used on the commercial vessel with 
a diameter of 6 meter. The HIsmelt process is very dynamic and within a few minutes the metal 
temperature can change. Thereby, measuring the temperature of the hot metal while it is flowing gives 
a key indicator of the process performance. Consequences of the hot metal’s quality can occur if there 
are changes in the 
temperature. A forehearth 
metal temperature which is 
outside a ten degree limit 
makes variations in the feed 
rate and HAB/oxygen rate. 
HIsmelt had some problem 
to attach the device to the 
commercial vessel. It is of 
importance that the 
equipment stay put to keep 
to costs down. [26] 

Figure 3. The thermoelectric effect. [c] 

Figure 4. HIsmelt’s Smelt 
Reduction Vessel. [d] 
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2.6 Current praxis at blast furnace 2, Oxelösund 
Nowadays the pig-iron temperature, pig-iron and slag composition are checked once at every tapping. 
These tests are taken about ten minutes after the slag comes out in the runner. The slag often comes 
out about one hour after the start-time of the tapping. If it does not enter the runner after around one 
hour a lance is often thrust in the tap hole. The pig-iron and slag samples are then sent to the laboratory 
for analysis. The current techniques of taking these samples are, according to the so called “tappers”2, 
good techniques. The only way to improve them is if they are done automatically.  

The tappers are driving the machines that thrust the tap hole and close the tap hole. The time when 
these things are done is logged in the computer system. The tappers also control the flow of the pig-
iron. If the flow is not high enough they have to thrust a lance through it. They also check when the 
torpedoes get full and then switch them. The tap holes have different diameters depending on 
previously tappings duration. If the previously tapping was during a long time, the next tap hole 
diameter will be larger and vice versa since different bore crowns can be used.  

2.6.1 Blast furnace control 
The control room operators3 control all the charging into the blast furnace and can change the 
temperature by varying coal injection, the blast temperature and steam in short-term. The coke on the 
other hand is a long-term change.  The steam consumption should be avoided but in some cases it is 
necessary. The control room operators can also control where to place the charging to increase the 
process stability.  

Process stability can be investigated by many different parameters. In this project only a few parameters 
will be looked into. In this case, increased process stability can be seen if: 

• the Si-amounts are more stable 
• the C-amounts are more stable 
• Eta CO is high and stable 
• the pulverized coal injection’s (PCI) variation 
• the blast temperature’s variation 
• the steam usage is kept low 
• the fuel rate is kept low 

The raw materials are charged in different layers. The analysis of carbon and silicon and the 
temperature of the pig iron are important parameters. They are good indicators of the thermal level of 
the blast furnace. In general, if the silicon level is too low, the energy is too low and vice versa. It is the 
same with carbon and tap temperature. Too high levels of sulfur from the pig-iron make it even more 
difficult to remove at the steel mill. If this happens more carbides has to be added, which is expensive. 
Carbon and silicon affect the energy consumption and the pig-iron quality. The coke/coal amount can be 
changed depending on the tap temperature and the stability of the process. A more stable process will 
likely lead to a better pig-iron quality. Other changes in the recipes can be done to provide a better pig-
iron quality. Blast furnace 2, in Oxelösund has now a more even tap temperature because of newly 
installed hot stoves. [12]  

                                                           
2 “Tappers” in this report are the persons responsible for tappings.  
3 The “control room operators” in this report are the ones who control the blast furnace and the charging.  
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3 PURPOSE WITH EXPERIMENTS 

3.1 Reference period 
Data from tappings were collected to have a reference to compare the experimental period with. During 
the reference period the ordinary temperature measurement was used. To be able to tell if the 
continuous temperature measurement leads to a more stable process a comparison must be made. The 
reference period will be divided into reference period 1 and reference period 2. Reference period 1 
shows an exceptionally stable production when only one blast furnace was running while the reference 
period 2 shows a more normal production, when both blast furnaces were running. Therefore, reference 
period 2 is more appropriate to compare the experimental period with. In reference period 1 data from 
November to December 2011 is used and in reference period 2 data from February to March is used 
2011. The reason to why there are two reference periods are that once this project started only one 
blast furnace was running but during the performance of the project blast furnace 4 was started. 
Therefore, the experimental period had two blast furnaces running.  

3.1.1 Economy 
Silicon content above 0,7 % gives extra costs for the steel mill. Silicon above this value will also increase 
the coke/coal usage which will give extra costs. Steam usage and a temperature above 1480°C will, in 
the same way as silicon, give extra costs due to an increase of coke/coal insertion. This is why it is of 
interest to calculate these costs. If the process gets more stable with the continuous temperature the 
extra costs can be lowered. 

 

3.2 Experimental period 
These results will be used to compare with the reference period results, as mentioned above. These 
experiments show us how well the continuous measuring technique works, such as the life length of the 
probe, how easy it is to use, etc. This experimental period will also show if the process gets more stable 
by continuously see the temperature and perhaps in turn give a better pig-iron and slag quality, since 
the amounts of the elements will be closer to their aim value.   

3.2.1 Difference in temperature during tappings 
This comparison was made to see if the continuous temperature measuring technique gives the same 
result as the ordinary temperature measuring technique. Although, it should be pointed out that it is 
unknown which method will be more accurate if the different measurements does not show the same 
result.  

3.2.1.1 Temperature measurements in different depths 
To investigate if the height of the measuring point affects the measured temperature these tests were 
made. It would be useful to know if the height matters since the height of the continuous temperature 
probe could likely be changed if the temperature is independent of the depth.  It is of interest to change 
the height of the continuous temperature probe after a few days to move the neck that is created. This 
could increase the life time of the probe. It is also important to see how accurate the measured 
temperature is since the measuring depth varies. If the continuously measured temperature is above 
the ordinary measured temperature (seen in previous tests) it would be interesting to see if the depth of 
the measuring spot matters.  
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3.2.2 Difference in temperature between tappings  

3.2.2.1 Continuously measured temperature 
Measurements were done to see if the continuous temperature measuring probe was above the pig-
iron bath surface between the tappings, since the bath level was by measurements estimated to sink 
around five cm between the tappings. If the continuous temperature measuring probe would be 
situated above the pig-iron bath surface between the tappings it would mean that the probe would 
experience temperature chocks. That could lead to big stresses and shorten the life time of the probe. If 
the temperature would be around 1200°C it would be likely that the probe was above the surface 
between tappings.   

3.2.2.2 Comparison of ordinary measured temperature and continuously measured 
temperature 

The purpose with this experiment was the same as the experiment above, “Continuously measured 
temperature”. Although, these measurements were done frequently with the ordinary temperature 
probe and were compared with the continuously measured temperature. If the difference between 
these temperatures shows large differences it is highly likely that the continuous temperature probe is 
above the pig-iron bath surface. This experiment was also done to once again compare the continuous 
and ordinary measured temperature. 

3.2.3 Pig-iron and slag analysis during tapping 

3.2.3.1 Pig-iron and slag samples with temperature variations 
These results will show if the ordinary pig-iron and slag samples are representative and when the best 
time to take the samples are. A relationship between temperature and silicon, carbon and manganese 
could perhaps also be found from these results. How these relationships can be linked to the continuous 
temperature measuring is of importance. If the temperature is more even the analyses of the samples 
will hopefully be more stable.  

3.2.4 Economy 
The same extra costs (as mentioned in Purpose with experiments, Reference period, Economy) will be 
regarded.  
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4 EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 Reference period 
All the tapping data from 1st of November to 31st of December 2011 were investigated in reference 
period 1. In reference period 2 data from 1st of February to 31st of March 2011 were investigated. 
Average values for daily production (24h) of different elements were calculated. A production day (so 
called production 24h) starts at 06:00 and ends at 06:00. A production year is 320 days since there is 
summer interruption. The most important factors to investigate were temperature, silicon amount, 
carbon amount, steam, blast temperature, Eta CO, PCI, average tonnes per tapping per production 24h 
and economy aspects.  

4.1.1 Economy 
Around eleven ordinary temperature probes are used every day per blast furnace.  Reparations are done 
approximate six times per year at one blast furnace. 
 
The cost for the ordinary measuring temperature method per year and blast furnace is 43 848 SEK. In 
this cost the process stability is not considered. A different result is achieved if it is considered.  

Extra coke will be used if the silicon content rises above its aim value 0,7 %. In the same way, extra coal 
will be used when silicon content is above the same aim value. The coal consumption will not be 
regarded in the calculations of the economy in the process stability.  

Also, an amount above 0,7 % silicon will give extra cost for the steel mill. Silicon amount above its aim 
value (0,7 %) will lead to an extra cost due to different parameters (for example oxygen amount and iron 
losses).  

A temperature above its aim value, which is 1480°C, will as well give extra coke and coal costs. In 
another case the aim value was 1490°C. Steam will also lead to extra costs.  

In all of these calculations for process stability the costs have been multiplied with 320 to get the yearly 
costs and to be able to compare it with the yearly material costs.  

 

4.2 Experimental period 
All tapping data from 22nd of February to 9th of April, except 25th and 26th of March were investigated in 
the same way as the reference period. (See Experiments, Reference period) 

4.2.1 Difference in temperature during tappings  
The thermo-couple was installed in a submerging deep of 375 mm. During tapping number 25584 the 
temperature was measured every 15th minute with the ordinary temperature probe and compared with 
the continuously temperature. This was 
repeated during tapping number 25592 
as well. The ordinary temperature 
probe (seen in figure 5) was put 10 – 40 
cm down in the pig-iron. 

Figure 5. The ordinary temperature probe. 
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4.2.1.1 Temperature measurements in different depths 
During one tapping the temperature was measured twice at the same time with the ordinary 
temperature probe. The first measurement was at a shorter deep (around 10 cm) while the other 
measurement was deeper down (around 30 cm). These measurements above, the continuously 
measured temperature and the time were documented and compared.  

4.2.2 Difference in temperature between tappings  

4.2.2.1 Continuously measured temperature 
The temperature was investigated between tappings as well. The continuous measured temperature 
was documented when one tapping just ended and then again documented when the next tapping 
started. The difference between these temperatures was calculated. This investigation was done 
between tappings 25618-25619, 25619-25620, 25620-25621, 25621-25622, 25622-25623 and 25623-
25624.  

4.2.2.2 Comparison of ordinary measured temperature and continuously measured 
temperature 

Between tappings 25624-25625 and 25625-25626 the continuous measured temperature was compared 
with the ordinary temperature, measured every ten minutes.  

4.2.3 Pig-iron and slag analysis during tapping 

4.2.3.1 Pig-iron and slag samples with temperature variations 
Pig-iron samples were taken by putting a pig-iron sampler (seen in figure 6) on a “steel pole” and then 

placed vertically in the bath and was almost covered in the pig-
iron (around one cm above the surface). The sampler was kept 
down for about six seconds. The sampler was then smashed 
against the hood and the sample was taken out. The sample was 
left to cool down in room temperature and then sent to the 
laboratory. When taking the pig-iron samples the continuous 
temperature was documented. During tapping number 25593, 

25594, 25617, 25625, 25626 and 25635 pig-iron samples were taken every 15th minute. The analyses 
were documented and an average value for each tapping was calculated. The average values of the 
elements and the temperature were compared with the ordinary analysis sample.   

The average values of the temperature were measured with the continuous temperature measurement 
while the ordinary temperature analysis was measured with the ordinary temperature probe, so the 
calculated difference will not be exact since the measured temperature differs between the techniques. 

The slag was taken during tapping number 25617, 
25625, 25626 and 25635. It was taken with a scoop 
(see figure 7), and then poured in a cylinder where 
the slag is easily crushed and then cooled down. The 
crushed pieces was then put in a bag and sent to the 
laboratory.  

Figure 6. Pig-iron sampler. 

Figure 7. The slag scoop. 
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4.2.4 Economy 
The different parts of the continuous temperature method is a cable, the continuous probes, a holder 
and a ceramic cup are one-time costs and they have not been regarded in the calculations. 

The ceramic cup has a lifetime of approximately nine months, if it is served well every eight week.  

The cost for the continuous temperature method per year and blast furnace (the one-time costs, such as 
the cable and the holder, are not regarded here) is 79 360 SEK. 

5 METHODS 

5.1 Temperature measurements 
The temperature was measured with the original probe. The temperature probe was put on the 
equipment (see figure 8) and then placed in the pig-iron, around 10 – 40 cm down. The temperature 
was seen on a board.  

 

 

5.1.1 The continuous temperature measurement 
The continuous temperature probe (see figure 10) is placed inside a ceramic cup that is used as 
protection. The measuring spot is 40 mm from the bottom of the probe. The cable from the 
measurement is tucked away as well as possible to protect and avoid the cable from being in the way. A 
wincher (see figure 11) is used to make the assemblage and disassemble easier. It is quite easy to lower 
the continuous temperature measurement smoothly without doing it fitfully. The assemble/disassemble 
can be a bit difficult since the probe is very hot and the hood (see figure 9) is a bit hot but cold enough 
to make the exchange of the probe quite easy. In the same figure it can be seen that the wincher on the 
other hand is kept quite cool. A wagon probably will be built to make the exchange easier.  

Figure 8. The ordinary temperature measurement. 

Figure 9. The figure show the hood above the pig-
iron bath. The figure is taken with an infrared 
camera.  
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The heat gradient on the ceramic cup (with the measuring probe inside) and the surroundings is shown 
in figure 12.  As seen in the figure the ceramic cup has a temperature of about 910°C.  

 

 

5.2 Pig-iron and slag samples with temperature variations 
The equipment seen in figure 6 was used to take the pig-iron samples. The pig-iron sampler was put 
down vertically in the bath until it was almost completely covered with pig-iron (around one cm was 
kept above the surface). The sampler was kept down for about six seconds. The iron samples need to 
have at least two small spheres (see figure 13) to be able to analyze the coal content.    

Figure 13. Pig-iron sample with four spheres. 

Figure 10. The continuous temperature measuring probe. 

Figure 12. The heat gradient on the 
ceramic cup and the surroundings.  

Figure 11. Shows the winch. Figure is taken by Alf Huhta.  
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6 RESULTS 

6.1 Reference period 1 

6.1.1 Process stability 
 

Table 1. The average values and standard deviation of the main elements. 
Elements Average value Standard deviation 
Carbon [%] 4,54 0,093 
Silicon [%] 0,68 0,11 
Temperature [°C] 1478 10 
Eta CO [.] 52,85 1,24 
Steam [g/Nm3] 0,70 1,73 
Blast temperature [°C] 1173 12,2 
PCI [g/Nm3] 1113,67 18,43 
Fuel rate [kg/THM] 479,35 11,08 
    

The following figures show average values per production 24h. The average value and standard 
deviation above the figures are for the whole period.  

 

Carbon with an average value of 4,54 % ± 0,093. 

 
Figure 14. Temperature and carbon plotted against the production 24h. 
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Silicon with an average value of 0,68 % ± 0,11. 

 
Figure 15. Temperature and silicon plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Temperature with an average value of 1478°C ± 10. 

 
Figure 16. Temperature plotted against the production 24h. 
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Eta CO had an average value of 52,85 ± 1,24. 

  
Figure 17. Eta CO plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Average value of 0,70 g/Nm3. 

 
Figure 18. Steam plotted against the date and hour. 
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Average value of 0,70 g/Nm3 ± 1,73. 

 
Figure 19. Steam plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Blast temperature with an average value of 1173°C ± 12,2. 

 
Figure 20. Blast temperature plotted against the date and hour. 
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PCI with an average value of 113,67 g/Nm3 ± 18,43. 

 
Figure 21. Pulverized coal injection plotted against the date and hour. 

 

Fuel rate with an average value of 479,35 kg/THM ± 11,08. 

 
Figure 22. Fuel rate plotted against the production 24h.  
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6.1.2 Economy 
The cost for the ordinary measuring temperature method per production year and blast furnace is 
43 848 SEK.   
 

If the process stability is considered a different result is achieved.  

Table 2. Average cost [SEK] per production 24h. 
Cost of 
coke due 
to Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coal due to 
Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coke due 
to T>1480 

Cost of 
coke due 
to T>1490 

Cost for 
the steel 
mill due to 
Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coke due 
to steam 

Cost of 
coal due 
to 
T>1480 

Cost of 
coal due 
to 
T>1490 

1716,06 524,96 
 

572,75 
 

100,78 1248,04 
 

1991,54 
 

175,21 30,83 

  

 
Figure 23. Extra cost due to Si above 0,7 %. 
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Figure 24. Extra cost due to steam.  

 

6.2 Reference period 2 

6.2.1 Process stability 
Table 3. The average values and standard deviation of the main elements.  

Elements Average value Standard deviation 
Carbon [%] 4,44 0,14 
Silicon [%] 0,79 0,11 
Temperature [°C] 1473 12 
Eta CO [.] 54,65 1,28 
Steam [g/Nm3] 4,87 3,21 
Blast temperature [°C] 1155 8,97 
PCI [g/Nm3] 94,86 18,70 
Fuel rate [kg/THM] 478,67 6,78 
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The following figures show average values per production 24h. The average value and standard 
deviation above the figures are for the whole period. 

 

Carbon with an average value of 4,44 % ± 0,14. 

 
Figure 25. Temperature and carbon plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Silicon with an average value of 0,79 % ± 0,11. 

 
Figure 26. Temperature and silicon plotted against the production 24h. 
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Temperature with an average value of 1473°C ± 12. 

 
Figure 27. Temperature plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Eta CO had an average value of 54,65 ± 1,28. 

 
Figure 28. Eta CO plotted against the production 24h. 
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Average value of 4,86 g/Nm3. 

 
Figure 29. Steam plotted against the date and hour. 

 

Average value of 4,87 g/Nm3 ± 3,21. 

 
Figure 30. Steam plotted against the production 24h. 
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Blast temperature with an average value of 1155°C ± 8,97. 

 
Figure 31. Blast temperature plotted against the date and hour. 

 

PCI with an average value of 94,86 g/Nm3 ± 18,70. 

 
Figure 32. Pulverized coal injection plotted against the date and hour. 
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Fuel rate with an average value of 478,67 kg/THM ± 6,78. 

 
Figure 33. Fuel rate plotted against the production 24h.  

 

6.2.2 Economy 
The cost for the ordinary measuring temperature method per production year and blast furnace is 
43 848 SEK.  
 

If the process stability is considered a different result is achieved.  

   Table 4. Average cost per [SEK] production 24h. 
Cost of 
coke due 
to Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coal due to 
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coke due 
to T>1480 
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coke due 
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Cost for 
the steel 
mill due to 
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coke due 
to steam 

Cost of 
coal due 
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coal due 
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Figure 34. Extra cost due to Si above 0,7 %. 

 

 
Figure 35. Extra cost due to steam.  
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6.3 Experimental period 

6.3.1 Difference in temperature during tappings 
The continuously measured temperature was above the temperature measured from ordinary probe at 
all tests. The difference between the continuous measured temperature and the ordinary measured 
temperature was kept rather steady, at about 2-12°C and with an average value of 5°C. This can be seen 
in figure 36 and figure 37.  

 

 
Figure 36. Temperature comparison during tapping number 25584. 

 

 
Figure 37. Temperature comparison during tapping number 25592. 
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6.3.1.1 Temperature measurements in different depths 
The results from the measured temperatures are shown in table 5 and in figure 38. 

      Table 5. Temperature in different depths. 
Time Cont. Temp. [⁰C] Temp., 10 cm  [⁰C] Temp., 30 cm [⁰C] 
13:25 1430 1425 1426 
13:40 1434 1430 1427 
13:55 1442 1439 1435 
14:10 1461 1455 1456 
14:25 1473 1470 1467 
14:40 1481 1471 1472 
14:55 1480 1470 1470 
15:13 1470 1463 1467 
 

 
Figure 38. Temperature in different depths. 

6.3.2 Difference in temperature between tappings  

6.3.2.1 Continuously measured temperature  
The difference of the temperature between stop temperature and the next tapping’s start temperature 
is shown in table 5. 

Table 6. Difference in temperature between tappings. 
Stop temperature 
[°C] 

Start temperature 
[°C] 

Tapping 
number 

The difference of temperature between 
tappings [°C] 

1484 1436 25618-25619 48 
1469 1423 25619-25620 46 
1491 1457 25620-25621 34 
1513 1459 25621-25622 54 

Broken Broken 25622-25623  
1514 1437 25623-25624 77 
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6.3.2.2 Comparison of ordinary measured temperature and continuously measured 
temperature  

The comparison between the continuous measured temperature and the ordinary measured 
temperature between tappings is shown in table 6 and table 7. 

 
              Table 7. The temperatures between tapping number 25624 and 25625. 

Time Continuous temperature measurement [°C] Ordinary temperature probe [°C] 
09:26 1488 1483 
09:35 1472 1466 
09:45 1458 1454 
 
At start of tapping number 25625 9:53 o'clock the continuous temperature measurement showed 
1449°C. 

 
           

Table 8. The temperatures between tapping number 25625 and 25626. 
Time Continuous temperature measurement [°C] Ordinary temperature probe [°C] 

12:39 1490 1485 
12:49 1475 1469 
12:59 1463 1457 

 

6.3.3 The average value between continuous and ordinary measured temperature 
 

Table 9. The average value between continuous and ordinary measured temperature. 
Comparison between continuous temperature and ordinary 
temperature 

Average value [°C] 

Between tapping nr 25624 and 25625 5 
Between tapping nr 25625 and 25626 5,67 
During tappings 5 
Ordinary temperature on different depths 6,19 
 5,46 
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6.3.4 Pig-iron and slag analysis during tapping 

6.3.4.1 Pig-iron and slag samples with temperature variations  

6.3.4.1.1 Pig-iron results   
The tables and figures below are made from tables in Appendix B.  

 
Table 10. Analysis from tapping 25594. 

Tapping nr 25594 Time Temperature [°C] C [%] Si [%] Mn [%] 

Average:  1451 4,41 0,52 0,27 
Ordinary analysis sample:  15:45 1459 4,54 0,57 0,31 
Difference:    8 0,13 0,05 0,04 
Standard deviation:  24,41 0,15 0,10 0,04 
Min:  1419 4,16 0,38 0,22 
Max:   1478 4,56 0,65 0,30 
 

Table 11. Analysis from tapping 25617. 
Tapping nr 25617 Time Temperature [°C] C [%] Si [%] Mn [%] 

Average:  1496,38 4,72 0,70 0,28 
Ordinary analysis sample: 11:30 1494 4,7 0,65 0,29 
Difference:    2,38 0,02 0,05 0,00 
Standard deviation:   20,47 0,05 0,05 0,01 
Min:   1454 4,65 0,66 0,28 
Max:   1520 4,78 0,79 0,29 
 

Table 12. Analysis from tapping 25625. 
Tapping nr 25625 Time Temperature [°C] C [%] Si [%] Mn [%] 

Average:  1476,33 4,79 0,79 0,30 
Ordinary analysis sample: 11:30 1485 4,80 0,86 0,32 
Difference:    8,67 0,01 0,07 0,02 
Standard deviation:  27,89 0,09 0,14 0,03 
Min:  1435 4,69 0,57 0,26 
Max:   1521 4,94 0,95 0,34 
 

Table 13. Analysis from tapping 25626. 
Tapping nr 25626 Time Temperature [°C] C [%] Si [%] Mn [%] 

Average:  1482,75 4,72 0,62 0,28 
Ordinary analysis sample: 14:05 1489 4,58 0,59 0,28 
Difference:    6,25 0,14 0,03 0 
Standard deviation:  11,21 0,09 0,11 0,01 
Min:  1463 4,59 0,47 0,27 
Max:   1494 4,84 0,79 0,31 
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Table 14. Analysis from tapping 25593. 
Tapping nr 25593 Time Temperature [°C] C [%] Si [%] Mn [%] 

Medel:  1479 4,48 0,48 0,28 
Ordinary analysis sample:  13:10 1468 4,51 0,51 0,29 
Difference:    11 0,03 0,03 0,01 
Standard deviation:  3,37 0,11 0,03 0,01 
Min:  1475 4,32 0,45 0,26 
Max:   1483 4,63 0,52 0,30 

 
Table 15. Analysis from tapping 25635. 

Tapping nr 25635 Time Temperature [°C] C [%] Si [%] Mn [%] 

Average:  1470,43 4,81 0,78 0,29 
Ordinary analysis sample: 16:20 1471 4,85 0,87 0,34 
Difference:    0,57 0,04 0,08 0,06 
Standard deviation:  37,82 0,13 0,19 0,06 
Min:  1396 4,53 0,40 0,16 
Max:   1508 4,94 1,01 0,34 
 

 
Figure 39. Manganese and temperature are plotted; tapping 25594, 25617, 25625, 25635. 
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Figure 40. Carbon and temperature are plotted; tapping 25594, 25617, 25625, 25635. 

 

 
Figure 41. Silicon and temperature are plotted; tapping 25594, 25617, 25625, 25635. 

 

6.3.4.1.2 Slag results 
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Average: 1,26 32,07 
 

33,4 0,96 0,49 
Ordinary analysis sample:  1,29 32,7 33,1 0,99 0,43 
Difference: 0,03 0,63 0,30 0 0,06 
Standard deviation: 0,04 0,15 0,10 0 0,05 
Min: 1,23 31,9 33,30 0,96 0,44 
Max: 1,30 32,2 33,50 0,96 0,53 
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Table 17. Analysis from tapping 25625. 
Tapping nr 25625 S [%] CaO [%] SiO2 [%] Bas [%] K2O [%] 

Average: 1,29 32,15 
 

33,60 0,96 0,54 
Ordinary analysis sample:  1,23 31,90 33,50 0,95 0,53 
Difference: 0,06 0,25 0,10 0,01 0,01 
Standard deviation: 0,09 1,10 1,34 0,07 0,04 
Min: 1,16 30,60 32,40 0,86 0,51 
Max: 1,37 33,10 35,50 1,02 0,60 
 

Table 18. Analysis from tapping 25626. 
Tapping nr 25626 S [%] CaO [%] SiO2 [%] Bas [%] K2O [%] 

Average: 1,24 32,23 
 

33,10 0,98 0,57 
Ordinary analysis sample:  1,39 31,50 34,20 0,92 0,58 
Difference: 0,15 0,73 1,10 0,06 0,01 
Standard deviation: 0,02 0,05 0,12 0,01 0,02 
Min: 1,21 32,20 33,00 0,97 0,55 
Max: 1,26 32,30 33,20 0,98 0,60 
 

 
Figure 42. Calcium oxide plotted against the temperature; tapping 25617, 25625, 25635. 
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Figure 43. Silicon dioxide plotted against the temperature; tapping 25617, 25625, 25635. 

 

 
Figure 44. Bacisity plotted against the temperature; tapping 25617, 25625, 25635. 
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Figure 45. Sulfur plotted against the temperature; tapping 25617, 25625, 25635. 

 

 
Figure 46. Potassium oxide plotted against the temperature; tapping 25617, 25625, 25635. 

 

6.3.5 Process stability 
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Steam [g/Nm3] 1,03 1,90 
Blast temperature [°C] 1152 27,26 
PCI [g/Nm3] 94,21 10,96 
Fuel rate [kg/THM] 480,59 8,56 
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The following figures show average values per production 24h. The average value and standard 
deviation above the figures are for the whole period. 

 

Carbon with an average value of 4,6 % ± 0,10. 

 
Figure 47. Temperature and carbon plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Silicon with an average value of 0,70 % ± 0,099. 

 
Figure 48. Temperature and silicon plotted against the production 24h. 
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Temperature with an average value of 1475°C ± 10,41. 

 
Figure 49. Temperature plotted against the production 24h. 

 

Eta CO had an average value of 52,59 ± 1,76. 

 
Figure 50. Temperature plotted against the production 24h. 
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Average value of 1,04 g/Nm3. 

 
Figure 51. Steam plotted against the date and hour. 

 

Average value of 1,03 g/Nm3 ± 1,90. 

 
Figure 52. Steam plotted against the production 24h. 
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Blast temperature with an average value of 1152°C ± 27,26. 

 
Figure 53. Blast temperature plotted against the date and hour. 

 

PCI with an average value of 94,21 g/Nm3 ± 10,96. 

 
Figure 54. Pulverized coal injection plotted against the date and hour. 
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Fuel rate with an average value of 480,59 kg/THM ± 8,56. 

 
Figure 55. Fuel rate plotted against the production 24h. 

 

6.3.6 Life length of the continuous measuring probe 
         

  Table 20. The life length [days] of the continuous measuring temperature probe.  
Date Number Reason Life length 
2012-02-20 1 Accidently hit 2 
2012-02-21 2 Broke because of necking 7 
2012-02-28 3  5 
2012-03-04 4 Broke because the hood had to be lifted 10 
2012-03-14 5 A neck was formed 5 
2012-03-19 6  4 
2012-03-23 7  3 
2012-03-26 8 Stop in production (27th of March). The hood was lifted the 

26th of March.  
2 

2012-03-28 9 New probe is inserted after stop. The holder has been 
modified to increase the life time of the probe.  

7 

  Average life length: 5 
 

It should be noted that later tests have shown a life length of the continuous temperature probe of ten 
days, which is the value used when calculating the economy of the continuous method (see Economy 
below). 

 Generally, a neck that is about five cm thick was formed on the continuous temperature probes at the 
bath surface level.  
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6.3.7 Economy 
The cost for the continuous temperature method per production year and blast furnace is 79 360 SEK. 
 

If the process stability is considered a different result is achieved.  

 

Table 21. Average cost [SEK] per production 24h. 
Cost of 
coke due 
to Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coal due to 
Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coke due 
to T>1480 

Cost of 
coke due 
to T>1490 

Cost for 
the steel 
mill due to 
Si>0,7 

Cost of 
coke due 
to steam 

Cost of 
coal due 
to 
T>1480 

Cost of 
coal due 
to 
T>1490 

1538,11 470,53 
 

347,32 
 

48,44 1118,62 
 

2821,91 
 

106,25 14,82 

 

 

 
Figure 56. Extra cost due to Si above 0,7 %.  
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Figure 57. Extra cost due to steam.  

 

6.4 Process stability and economy; comparison between reference period 
and experimental period 

A more stable operation can be seen if there is: 

• A lower standard deviation for Si, C, Eta CO and temperature.  
• A higher average value of Eta CO. 
• A more even PCI (and better if it’s low). 
• A more even blast temperature. 
• A lower average value of the consumption of steam.  
• A lower fuel rate. 

Table 22. Comparison of reference period 1 and experimental period. 
Elements Reference period 1 

(average value ± 
standard deviation) 

Experimental period 
(average value ± 
standard deviation) 

Achieved goal?  

Carbon [%] 4,54 ± 0,093 4,6 ± 0,10  
Silicon [%] 0,68 ± 0,11 0,70 ± 0,099  
Temperature [°C] 1478 ± 10 1475 ± 10,41  
Eta CO [.] 52,85 ± 1,24 52,59 ± 1,76  
Steam [g/Nm3] 0,70 ± 1,73 1,03 ± 1,90  
Blast temperature [°C] 1173 ± 12,2  1152 ± 27,26  
 PCI [g/Nm3] 113,67 ± 18,43 94,21 ± 10,96  
Fuel rate [kg/THM] 479,35 ± 11,08 480,59 ± 8,56  
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Table 23. Comparison of reference period 2 and experimental period. 
Elements Reference period  2 

(average value ± 
standard deviation) 

Experimental period 
(average value ± 
standard deviation) 

Achieved goal?  

Carbon [%] 4,44 ± 0,14 4,6 ± 0,10  
Silicon [%] 0,79 ± 0,11 0,70 ± 0,099  
Temperature [°C] 1473 ± 12 1475 ± 10,41  
Eta CO [.] 54,65 ± 1,28 52,59 ± 1,76  
Steam [g/Nm3] 4,87 ± 3,21 1,03 ± 1,90  
Blast temperature [°C] 1155 ± 8,97  1152 ± 27,26  
 PCI [g/Nm3] 94,86 ± 18,70 94,21 ± 10,96  
Fuel rate [kg/THM] 478,67 ± 6,78 480,59 ± 8,56  
 

It should be noted that it is easiest to look at Eta CO, silicon, carbon, steam and the temperature to see 
if the process is more stable. Eta CO is though dependent on PCI, production rate etc., while carbon and 
silicon are dependent on the flame temperature and the coke quality. PCI is also an important indicator 
for the process stability but since the aim value has been changed between these periods there could be 
a difference between them. 

 
 

Table 24. Economical comparison between reference period 1 and experimental period [SEK]. 

 Reference period 1 Experimental 
period 

Difference 
(reference period - 
experimental 
period) 

Total cost without considering 
process stability 

43 848  79 360  -35 512   

Different costs when considering 
process stability: 

   

Cost of coke due to Si>0,7  549 139,2  492 195,2 56 944 
Cost of coke due to T>1480  183 280  111 142,4 72 137,6 
Cost of coke due to T>1490  32 249,6  15 500,8 16 748,8 
Cost for the steel mill due to Si>0,7  399 372,8  357 958,4 41 414,4 42 
Cost of coke due to steam  637 292,8  903 011,2 -256 718,4  

Total difference in cost due to 
process stability 

   -69 473,6 

Total difference in cost     
-104 985,6 
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Table 25. Economical comparison between reference period 2 and experimental period [SEK]. 

 Reference period 2 Experimental 
period 

Difference 
(reference period - 
experimental 
period) 

Total cost without considering 
process stability 

43 848  79 360  -35 512  

Different costs when considering 
process stability: 

   

Cost of coke due to Si>0,7  1 180 662,4 492 195,2  688 467,2 
Cost of coke due to T>1480  66 681,6 111 142,4 -44 460,8 
Cost of coke due to T>1490 0 15 500,8 -15 500,8 
Cost for the steel mill due to Si>0,7  858 662,4 357 958,4 500 704  
Cost of coke due to steam  4 112 726,4 903 011,2 3 209 715,2  

Total difference in cost due to 
process stability 

   4 338 924,8 

Total difference in cost    4 303 412,8  

 

The continuous temperature method are 35 512 SEK more expensive than the ordinary, but when 
considering the process stability savings of 4 303 412,8 SEK can be done (see table 25).  

The ordinary temperature measurement has a yearly cost of around 43 848 SEK. The continuous 
temperature probe has to last at least 23 days to be as much or more beneficial than the ordinary 
temperature method when regarding the material costs.  
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7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 Experimental period 

7.1.1 Difference in temperature during tappings 
The continuously measured temperature was above (around 0,37 %) the ordinary measured 
temperature at all measurement. A reason for this could be that the placement differs, both in height 
and in sideway. The continuous temperature probe is in a submerging depth of 375 mm, while the 
ordinary temperature measurement varies in height. The height varies since the probes are forced down 
in the bath by the tappers and probably not as deep as the continuous temperature probe. It is likely 
hotter the further away from the walls and the bath surface the temperature probe is put. The walls 
probably cool down the bath somewhat and also the flow could have its maximum value in the middle. 
The pig-iron closer to the walls flows then slower and would therefore be colder and more viscous. 
Although, the results showed that the depth did not affect the measured temperature (see figure 38 and 
read more further down). Also, the difference could depend on that the ordinary temperature probe is 
in room temperature while the continuous temperature probe continues to stay warm. Another reason 
could be that the graphite shell on the continuous temperature probe could lead to a time delay for 
measuring the temperature, although this is not a problem.  

7.1.1.1 Temperature measurements in different depths 
The results from the measurements in different depths of the pig-iron bath showed no direct correlation 
to the temperature. We expected that the temperature would be higher at a deeper bath level, but 
overall the results showed the opposite after calculating average values over the measured data. The 
differences were though small and therefore negligible. One reason why the temperature was not 
higher, at a deeper bath level, could be because of turbulence and fast flow. Another reason could be 
that the measure equipment does not work as well deep down. It could also be because the continuous 
temperature probe is put down vertically in the bath while the ordinary measure probe was put down 
with an angle.  The difference of the depth depends on the person who measures it and it is hard to be 
exactly on the same deep. Because of this the measurements may not be as representative. During 
these experiments the continuously measured temperature was still above the ordinary measured 
temperatures. Another factor we believe may affect the results is the quality of the ordinary 
temperature probes since they are changed after every measurement. A conclusion is that the 
measuring depth did not affect the measured temperature. That is practical since the height of the 
continuous temperature probe should probably be changed because of necking. It is though an 
advantage that the continuous temperature probe measures in the same spot since there could be 
some small variations in the temperature that we did not see. These small variations could be because 
of the position in every direction. Even if the temperature probe will be changed after a few days it still 
measures in the same spot for several days, and also the height will be known.  

Again, the difference between the continuous and the ordinary measured temperature had a small 
average value of 6,19°C when measuring the different depths.  
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7.1.2 Difference in temperature between tappings 

7.1.2.1 Continuously measured temperature 
The difference in temperature between one tapping’s stop and the next tapping’s start was investigated 
to see how big stresses the continuous temperature probe was exposed to. A too low temperature (at 
about 1200°C) can mean that the temperature probe is situated above the pig-iron level, since the level 
in the runner sinks between the tappings. The highest difference from the investigations was 77°C, 
which is a normal value and the conclusion could be that the temperature probe is below the pig-iron 
level. The pig-iron level differs around five cm during tappings and between tappings. This means that 
the temperature probe probably does not get affected by temperature chocks between tappings and is 
more likely to hold longer.   

7.1.2.2 Comparison of ordinary measured temperature and continuously measured 
temperature  

The difference in temperature from the continuous measurement and the ordinary measurement was 
again rather small (an average of 5,3°C). Also, the difference in temperature between two tappings was 
relatively small and does probably not affect the lifetime of the continuous temperature probe.  

7.1.3 The average value between continuously and ordinary measured temperature 
The average difference in temperature between the two different measuring techniques was calculated 
to 5,46°C. Since the pig-iron has such a high temperature we think that these 5°C could be negligible. 
We do not know which one of the techniques is more accurate, but because of the small difference both 
of them could be used.    

7.1.4 Pig-iron and slag analysis during tapping 
A correlation between the tapping temperature and silicon, coal and manganese can be seen in figure 
14, 15, 25, 26, 39, 40, 41, 47 and 48. We know that there should be a correlation between the tap 
temperature and K2O, B2 and S but unfortunately this could not be seen in our tests (see  figure 44-46). 
Note that other parameters affect these elements.  

7.1.4.1 Pig-iron and slag samples with temperature variations 
 

Table 26. The representatively of the pig-iron and slag samples.  
Tapping 
number 

Slag time Representative or 
which time is the 
most 
representative for 
taking pig-iron 
sample? 

Representative 
or which time is 
the most 
representative 
for taking slag 
sample? 

Start time of 
tapping 

Tapping length 

25594 15:45 15:20-15:35 ---------------- 14:48 2 hours 
25617 11:30 Representative 11:47-12:02 10:27 2 hours 
25593 13:10 Representative ---------------- 12:24 1 hour 30 minutes 
25625 11:20 10:50-11:05 11:23-11:35 9:53 2 hours 26 minutes 
25626 14:05 Representative 14:20-14:35 13:01 2 hours 14 minutes 
25635 16:20 16:00-16:15   ̴16:45 15:32 1 hour 51 minutes 
 

The times when the ordinary analysis samples are taken are around directly afterwards up to 15 minutes 
after the slag enters the runner. Exact time depends on different tapping teams, persons and tapping 
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length, and is not documented. A tapping is considered long if it is around 180 minutes long and 
considered short if it is less than 120 minutes long.  

The average values of the elements in tapping number 25617, 25593 and 25626 showed very small 
differences from the ordinary pig-iron analysis sample, which means that these samples could be 
described as representative for the tappings (see table 26).  

During tapping number 25594, 25625 and 25635 the average values of the pig-iron elements showed 
that a more appropriate time of taking the pig-iron samples would be before the slag entered the 
runner. An explanation to why the pig-iron samples were taken later is because it is taken at the same 
time as the slag sample. The differences are though not any large numbers so the ordinary analysis 
samples do not mislead how the tappings have been. 

From analyzing tapping numbers 25594, 25617, 25625, 25626 and 25635 it is more likely that the pig-
iron samples show better results if they are taken before the slag samples. Generally the slag samples 
should have been taken later than it was, but since most of the differences are so small they are 
negligible. In tapping 25626 (table 13) larger differences are though shown. Hence, the pig-iron samples 
should be taken earlier than the slag (sometimes even before the slag enters the runner) to achieve a 
more representative sample. The slag on the other hand should be taken later than it is nowadays, 
which is about 15 minutes after it arrives. The safety is though decreased if the tappers have to go out in 
the tap hall to take samples at different times because it would most likely lead to an increase of time 
inside the tap hall.  

The difference in temperature between average temperature and the ordinary analysis samples are 
shown in table 10 to table 15. To compare the two different techniques it would be appropriate to 
either subtract a few degrees from the continuously measured temperature or add a few degrees to the 
ordinary measured temperature. The average temperature at tapping number 25593 (table 14) may not 
be as representative when it was not measured during the two first pig-iron samples. 

After analyzing table 26 the best would be to take the pig-iron sample about 15-30 minutes before the 
slag sample to get the most representative analyses. The time to take the pig-iron sample depends on 
when the slag arrives. Sometimes the pig-iron samples should be taken before the slag has arrived, 
depending on tapping length, which you cannot know before the slag has arrived. The exact time is 
therefore impossible to determine. The samples taken today are relatively representative and it is also 
safer to take the pig-iron and slag samples at the same time since the tappers’ time in the tap hall then 
is decreased. Therefore we think that the best time of taking these samples are at the same time as it is 
done today.   

Analyses in the beginning of every tapping may not be as representative since old pig-iron stay in the 
runner and get mixed with new pig-iron when it arrives. An example of this can be seen in Appendix G, 
figure G1 where the amount of manganese was dropped sharply (between 10:33 and 10:48) before 
rising.  

The reason for why the silicon and temperature lines cross each other in Appendix G, figure G2 could be 
because of alkali can get stuck on the walls in the blast furnace and agglomerate. When the 
agglomerated alkali fall down into the pig-iron bath a negative peak, at around 16:05, of the silicon 
amount can be seen.     
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7.1.5 Process stability  
The continuous temperature measurement is a good guideline for the control room operators. 
Especially when there is a problem with the blast furnace it is very valuable to have continuous 
temperature measurements. By continuous measurements of the temperature the control room 
operators can notice problems at an earlier state and prevent the problems from growing. Also, if 
something goes wrong and the temperature has to be checked very often the tappers do not have to go 
out and measure it by themselves. This increases the safety for the tappers. One disadvantage of this 
technique is that the control room operators might watch the temperature too often and therefore 
overcompensate, although this was not observed during our experimental period. The temperature rises 
when the slag enters the runner, which can be seen at the peak in temperature just before the slag 
measurements started in Appendix A. This could mislead the control room operators and could lead to a 
too high increase in temperature. In the future the control room operators could learn what normal 
variations are. 

At high silicon levels the pig-iron gets sticky. When this happens it could lead to a higher pig-iron level in 
the runner. At an overflow of the pig-iron the hood has to be removed and the runner has to be emptied 
by the tappers. When this occurs the temperature probe can be in the way when the hood is put on the 
floor.  

Different tapping teams do not take the temperature, slag- and pig-iron sample at the same time. If the 
slag sample is taken too early, it will not be representative. The control room operators might be 
misguided since the information they get then is incorrect.  

Another factor that influences the process stability is that the control room operators interpret the pig-
iron temperature differently. This makes it harder to control the blast furnace. 

7.1.6 Life length of the continuous measuring probe 
We do believe that the continuous temperature probe will last longer in the future since the operators 
are not used at handling it. A few ways to increasing the life time are listed below. A longer 
experimental period would probably have showed a longer life time of the probe.  

 

 
  

Figure 58. A neck on the used continuous temperature probe can be seen in the middle of the figure. 
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7.1.6.1 Problems/solutions of life length  
• Necking: A neck was formed (see figure 58), at the bath surface, on the continuous temperature 

probe after laying in the bath a couple of days. This could be the main reason why the probe 
breaks. To increase the lifetime of the probes the material could be thicker in that area or be 
replaced with a more appropriate material. It is though important to know the optimal height 
when constructing this change.  

• Optimal height: Another way to increase the lifetime of the temperature probe could be to 
change the height after four to five days. The neck that has been formed is lowered into the 
bath to get a new, stronger material in the bath level where oxygen and heat eats the carbon, 
i.e. necking. As mentioned before the height of the temperature probe is of importance and 
tests have shown that it is possible since the measuring height does not matter. If the 
continuous temperature probe is lowered too deep into the bath it will experience larger 
stresses. If the probe is lowered too little there is a risk that the measure spot is above the bath 
surface (see Results, Experimental period, Temperature measurements between tappings). The 
measure spot is 40 mm from the bottom of the continuous temperature probe (see the inside of 
the probe in figure 59). Although, later tests have shown that the temperature probe could not 
handle adjustments of heights during its life time.  The probe was positioned at a higher level, 
but the probe broke only after a couple of days. The life length was prolonged if the height was 
kept the same.  

• Wagon: A wagon could make it easier for the tappers to remove and exchange the continuous 
temperature probe. The wagon should have the tools that are necessary and space for all the 
parts. The wagon could be kept warm to make the exchange easier since the new continuous 
temperature probe needs to be warm before being lowered down in the pig-iron bath. Another 
way could be to leave the continuous temperature probe above the pig-iron surface for about 
ten minutes before it is lowered down completely, which is the way it is done today. The pre-
heat is assumed to be necessary; otherwise there is a chance that it breaks due to temperature 
chocks. The wagon can also prevent safety risk since the tappers can trip on the equipment, 
especially on the cables. One of the cables is very expensive and can then be stored in the 
wagon carefully. The wagon should be constructed so that the temperature probe can be 
lowered down. This would mean that the tappers do not need to touch the hot probe. See a 
sketch of the wagon in Appendix F.  

• Ceramic cup: A ceramic cup was made to protect the probe from pig-iron splatter. Although, the 
ceramic cup was made too long which have caused problems when removing the hood. The cup 
will be remade shorter.  

• Lava, covering substance and nut coke: The protection of the temperature probe is important.  
By adding lava, nut coke or covering substance the life time of the continuous temperature 
probe might be increased.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 59. The figure shows the inside of the 
continuous measuring temperature probe.  
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7.1.7 Economy 
The ordinary temperature measuring costs around 43 848 SEK per year and blast furnace. The 
continuous temperature measuring costs around 79 360 SEK per year and blast furnace. In material 
costs the ordinary temperature method is the most beneficial, but in that case the process stability is 
not into count.  

The one-time wagon cost has not been regarded in this calculation. The wagon might be pre-heated 
which will lead to an extra cost, but it will save time. The continuous temperature measuring probe can 
also be pre-heated over the pig-iron bath, which is a cost free option but takes longer time. The cable 
and the holder used for the continuous measurement have not been regarded since it is (hopefully) a 
one-time cost.  

 

7.2 Process stability and economy; comparison between reference period 
and experimental period 

It would be more appropriate to compare the experimental period with the reference period 2 since 
both blast furnaces were running under these periods. When only one blast furnace is running the 
process gets more stable since the production rate is higher. If both of the blast furnaces are running the 
production rate has to be lowered, unless the request of the steel is extremely high, otherwise too much 
pig-iron will be produced. It is easier to run a blast furnace in full production rate than slower the 
process down, so therefore the process stability is increased when only one blast furnace is producing. 
Reference period 1 is in this report since we want to be able to compare full production with our half 
production, even though the comparison is not fair. Another reason to why we have two different 
reference periods is that when this project was started only one blast furnace was running but further 
on another was started.  

In a more stable process you want mostly lowered standard deviations, and as seen in the results the 
reference period 1 is more stable than both experimental period and reference period 2. When 
comparing reference period 2 and experimental period you can see that experimental period has 
achieved the sub goals in carbon, silicon, temperature, steam and PCI.  

In an economical point of view the continuous temperature method is the best option due to the 
process stability when two blast furnaces are running. In the case where only one blast furnace was 
running is not yet investigated since comparing two periods with one blast furnace in production have 
not been done. According to material costs the continuous temperature probe has to last at least 23 
days to be the most beneficial option.  It is not likely that the probe will last 23 days as the probe is 
designed now. It is though not necessary that the probe lasts 23 days since savings due to the process 
stability (and with material costs) is well over four millions SEK. These calculations are though 
theoretically estimated and the one-time costs are not regarded. Although, it is likely that the process 
and the life length of the probe will improve in time since the operators are not used to this new 
method and creative solutions to increase the life length of the probe might be found. Also, when 
having a chilled hearth more ordinary probes are used which increases the cost for the old measuring 
technique.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
• The continuous measured temperature is around 5,46°C, which is 0,37 %, over the ordinary 

measured temperature. 
 

• The temperature seems to be independent of the measuring depth. 
 

• Practically the probe could not handle a change in height after a few days.  
 

• The highest difference from the comparison between the temperatures, from when the tap hole 
is closed until the next tapping starts, was 77°C. This probably means that the temperature 
probe is below the pig-iron level. The temperature probe probably does not get affected by 
temperature chocks between tappings and is more likely to hold longer.   
 

• If the continuous temperature measuring probe is kept in the optimal interval (which is between 
around 250 and 300 mm down in the bath) the probe will not likely be exposed to temperature 
chocks.  
 

• To gain most representative analysis the pig-iron samples should be taken earlier than it is 
today, while the slag samples should be taken later than it is today. The pig-iron sample should 
be taken around 15-30 minutes before the slag sample, but the exact best time of taking these 
are impossible to know. 
 

• Considering mainly the safety, that the samples today are relatively representative and also that 
the exact best time of taking the samples is unknown, the samples should be taken at the same 
time as it is done today.  
 

The main goal has been reached when comparing experimental period with reference period 2, which is 
the most representative period. The stability of the process has increased when looking at the 
parameters silicon- and carbon amount, PCI, temperature and steam. The economy has also shown a 
positive result. Yearly savings of more than four million SEK can be done.  
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9 FUTURE WORK 
Further ways to increase the life time of the continuous temperature probe are of interest since it would 
be economically beneficial. A longer experimental period with registered temperature would probably 
give more fair results that will give a more stable process and benefit the continuous temperature 
method. The registered temperature will probably lead to increased knowledge about the blast furnace 
behavior which perhaps also will give a more stable process.  

The wagon should be built to make the exchange easier and used for storage.  

If the continuous method works well at blast furnace 2 it could also be introduced at blast furnace 4.  

An experimental period when only one blast furnace is running should be compared with a reference 
period of one blast furnace in production to be able to see if the continuous temperature method is 
beneficial.  
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APPENDICES  

Appendix A – Graph example of temperature rises when slag arrives 

 
Figure A1. The basicity and temperature from tapping 25635 plotted. 
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Appendix B – Pig-iron analyses 
Table B1. Analysis from tapping number 25594. 

 

Table B2. Analysis from tapping number 25617. 

 

 

Tapping number 25594:

Time Temperature [°C] C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V Ti Cu Fe
14:52 1421 4,27 0,42 0,237 0,032 0,088 0,045 0,032 0,003 0,245 0,094 0,006 99
15:06 1419 4,16 0,379 0,217 0,032 0,11 0,046 0,03 0,003 0,25 0,088 0,007 99,2
15:20 1439 4,38 0,501 0,253 0,032 0,085 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,265 0,122 0,006 99,1
15:35 1464 4,51 0,605 0,292 0,033 0,074 0,049 0,031 0,003 0,276 0,15 0,005 98,9
15:50 1464 4,45 0,557 0,3 0,033 0,066 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,268 0,14 0,006 98,8
16:05 1472 4,52 0,566 0,301 0,033 0,059 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,269 0,143 0,006 98,9
16:20 1478 4,56 0,645 0,302 0,033 0,054 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,271 0,158 0,006 98,8

Average: 1451 4,4071429 0,524714 0,271714 0,032571 0,076571 0,04686 0,0304 0,003 0,26343 0,12786 0,006 98,9571
Ordinary analysis sample: 15:45 1459 4,54 0,572 0,312 0,033 0,067 0,047 0,033 0,289 0,007
Difference: 8 0,1328571 0,047286 0,040286 0,000429 0,009571 0,00014 0,0026 0,02557 0,001
Standard deviation: 24,41311123 0,14671 0,096972 0,035439 0,000535 0,019389 0,00121 0,0008 5E-19 0,01147 0,02752 0,00058 0,15119
Min: 1419 4,16 0,379 0,217 0,032 0,054 0,045 0,03 0,003 0,245 0,088 0,005 98,8
Max: 1478 4,56 0,645 0,302 0,033 0,11 0,049 0,032 0,003 0,276 0,158 0,007 99,2

Tapping number 25617:

Time Temperature [°C] C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V Ti Cu Fe
10:33 1454 4,65 0,656 0,282 0,034 0,05 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,275 0,15 0,006 98,2
10:48 1482 4,69 0,68 0,275 0,033 0,053 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,282 0,161 0,005 98,8
11:03 1495 4,75 0,768 0,278 0,033 0,049 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,284 0,174 0,005 98,7
11:18 1501 4,78 0,787 0,279 0,033 0,052 0,047 0,029 0,003 0,278 0,172 0,005 98,7
11:32 1507 4,67 0,664 0,279 0,032 0,048 0,046 0,031 0,003 0,267 0,153 0,005 98,4
11:47 1501 4,73 0,694 0,285 0,032 0,039 0,045 0,029 0,003 0,262 0,159 0,005 97,9
12:02 1511 4,76 0,655 0,293 0,033 0,043 0,046 0,031 0,003 0,271 0,157 0,005 98,9
12:17 1520 4,69 0,711 0,292 0,034 0,047 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,279 0,16 0,005 98,6

Average: 1496,375 4,715 0,701875 0,282875 0,033 0,047625 0,047 0,0301 0,003 0,27475 0,16075 0,00513 98,525
Ordinary analysis sample: 11:30 1494 4,7 0,653 0,287 0,032 0,043 0,046 0,03 0,268 0,005
Difference: 2,375 0,015 0,048875 0,004125 0,001 0,004625 0,001 0,0001 0,00675 0,00013
Standard deviation: 20,46556341 0,0465986 0,050679 0,006621 0,000756 0,004658 0,0012 0,0008 5E-19 0,00759 0,00841 0,00035 0,337
Min: 1454 4,65 0,655 0,275 0,032 0,039 0,045 0,029 0,003 0,262 0,15 0,005 97,9
Max: 1520 4,78 0,787 0,293 0,034 0,053 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,284 0,174 0,006 98,9
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Table B3. Analysis from tapping number 25625. 

 

Table B4. Analysis from tapping number 25626. 

 

 

Tapping number 25625:

Time Temperature [°C] C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V Ti Cu Fe
10:02 1435 4,69 0,634 0,269 0,035 0,053 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,27 0,139 0,006 99,5
10:18 1439 4,69 0,565 0,255 0,034 0,056 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,272 0,133 0,006 99,4
10:35 1459 4,79 0,676 0,279 0,034 0,058 0,049 0,031 0,004 0,282 0,156 0,006 99,6
10:50 1475 4,82 0,725 0,292 0,034 0,055 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,281 0,167 0,006 99,3
11:05 1484 4,75 0,855 0,291 0,035 0,059 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,279 0,173 0,005 99,1
11:20 1487 4,73 0,911 0,312 0,036 0,044 0,049 0,031 0,003 0,284 0,204 0,005 99,2
11:35 1488 4,79 0,879 0,323 0,035 0,034 0,049 0,03 0,003 0,284 0,212 0,005 98,7
11:50 1499 4,92 0,928 0,336 0,036 0,029 0,05 0,03 0,003 0,295 0,222 0,004 98,9
12:05 1521 4,94 0,951 0,33 0,036 0,029 0,05 0,03 0,004 0,294 0,228 0,005 99,7

Average: 1476,333333 4,7911111 0,791556 0,298556 0,035 0,046333 0,04878 0,0304 0,0032 0,28233 0,18156 0,00533 99,2667
Ordinary analysis sample: 11:30 1485 4,8 0,858 0,322 0,036 0,035 0,049 0,029 0,285 0,005
Difference: 8,666666667 0,0088889 0,066444 0,023444 0,001 0,011333 0,00022 0,0014 0,00267 0,00033
Standard deviation: 27,88816953 0,0904771 0,14314 0,028333 0,000866 0,01259 0,00083 0,0005 0,0004 0,00847 0,03593 0,00071 0,32787
Min: 1435 4,69 0,565 0,255 0,034 0,029 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,27 0,133 0,004 98,7
Max: 1521 4,94 0,951 0,336 0,036 0,059 0,05 0,031 0,004 0,295 0,228 0,006 99,7

Tapping number 25626:

Time Temperature [°C] C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V Ti Cu Fe
13:05 1463 4,82 0,79 0,307 0,035 0,037 0,049 0,029 0,003 0,283 0,189 0,005 98,9
13:20 1469 4,84 0,675 0,268 0,034 0,051 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,276 0,156 0,006 99,4
13:35 1485 4,74 0,709 0,269 0,033 0,061 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,274 0,15 0,005 99,1
13:50 1490 4,76 0,646 0,276 0,034 0,058 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,271 0,149 0,006 99,1
14:05 1494 4,73 0,649 0,286 0,034 0,06 0,049 0,031 0,004 0,277 0,149 0,005 99,6
14:20 1492 4,67 0,541 0,301 0,034 0,05 0,049 0,031 0,004 0,28 0,13 0,007 99,7
14:35 1481 4,59 0,468 0,288 0,034 0,047 0,048 0,029 0,003 0,269 0,115 0,006 98,2
14:50 1488 4,62 0,476 0,28 0,033 0,053 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,263 0,108 0,006 98,3

Average: 1482,75 4,72125 0,61925 0,284375 0,033875 0,052125 0,04838 0,0303 0,0033 0,27413 0,14325 0,00575 99,0375
Ordinary analysis sample: 14:05 1489 4,58 0,589 0,282 0,033 0,058 0,048 0,031 0,268 0,006
Difference: 6,25 0,14125 0,03025 0,002375 0,000875 0,005875 0,00037 0,0008 0,00612 0,00025
Standard deviation: 11,20905246 0,0893528 0,114293 0,014131 0,000641 0,0079 0,00052 0,0009 0,0005 0,00638 0,02559 0,00071 0,55533
Min: 1463 4,59 0,468 0,268 0,033 0,037 0,048 0,029 0,003 0,263 0,108 0,005 98,2
Max: 1494 4,84 0,79 0,307 0,035 0,061 0,049 0,031 0,004 0,283 0,189 0,007 99,7
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Table B5. Analysis from tapping number 25593. 

 

  

Tapping number 25593:

Time Temperature [°C] C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V Ti Cu Fe
12:38 4,41 0,45 0,263 0,033 0,07 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,264 0,111 0,007 99,1
12:58 4,63 0,523 0,276 0,032 0,068 0,047 0,031 0,003 0,262 0,13 0,006 99,1
13:13 1475 4,51 0,501 0,281 0,032 0,067 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,259 0,123 0,006 99
13:28 1478 4,51 0,471 0,297 0,033 0,06 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,266 0,116 0,008 99,3
13:40 1480 4,52 0,487 0,298 0,033 0,06 0,048 0,03 0,003 0,269 0,119 0,006 99,2
13:52 1483 4,32 0,472 0,287 0,032 0,062 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,264 0,115 0,006 98,9

Medel: 1479 4,4833333 0,484 0,283667 0,0325 0,0645 0,0475 0,0305 0,003 0,264 0,119 0,0065 99,1
Ordinary analysis sample: 13:10 1468 4,51 0,509 0,293 0,033 0,064 0,046 0,036 0,275 0,006
Difference: 11 0,0266667 0,025 0,009333 0,0005 0,0005 0,0015 0,0055 0,011 0,0005
Standard deviation: 3,366501646 0,1061446 0,025644 0,013322 0,000548 0,00437 0,00055 0,0005 5E-19 0,00341 0,00672 0,00084 0,14142
Min: 1475 4,32 0,45 0,263 0,032 0,06 0,047 0,03 0,003 0,259 0,111 0,006 98,9
Max: 1483 4,63 0,523 0,298 0,033 0,07 0,048 0,031 0,003 0,269 0,13 0,008 99,3
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Appendix C – Slag analyses 
 

Table C1. Analysis from tapping number 25617. 

 

 

Table C2. Analysis from tapping number 25625. 

 

 

Tapping number 25617:
S [%] Al2O3 [%] CaO [%] SiO2 [%] MgO [%] FeO [%] MnO [%] P2O5 [%] V2O5 [%] TiO2 [%] Cr2O3 [%] Bas [%] K2O [%]

1,3 13,19 32,2 33,5 16,7 0,34 0,41 <0,05 0,07 2,36 0,01 0,96 0,44
1,23 13,12 32,1 33,3 16,4 0,47 0,48 <0,05 0,11 2,44 0,02 0,96 0,49
1,25 13,22 31,9 33,4 16,3 0,37 0,51 <0,05 0,14 2,47 0,02 0,96 0,53

Average: 1,26 13,17667 32,0667 33,4 16,4667 0,39333 0,466667 ######## 0,106667 2,423333 0,0166667 0,96 0,486667
Ordinary analysis sample: 1,29 13,09 32,7 33,1 16,4 0,4 0,41 0,08 2,36 0,99 0,43
Difference: 0,03 0,086667 0,63333 0,3 0,06667 0,00667 0,056667 ######## 0,026667 0,063333 0,0166667 0,03 0,056667
Standard deviation: 0,03606 0,051316 0,15275 0,1 0,20817 0,06807 0,051316 ######## 0,035119 0,056862 0,0057735 0 0,045092
Min: 1,23 13,12 31,9 33,3 16,3 0,34 0,41 0 0,07 2,36 0,01 0,96 0,44
Max: 1,3 13,22 32,2 33,5 16,7 0,47 0,51 0 0,14 2,47 0,02 0,96 0,53

Tapping number 25625: 
S [%] Al2O3 [%] CaO [%] SiO2 [%] MgO [%] FeO [%] MnO [%] P2O5 [%] V2O5 [%] TiO2 [%] Cr2O3 [%] Bas [%] K2O [%]

The slag was taken 11:23 with a temp. of 1489°C 1,16 13,16 30,6 35,5 15,8 0,58 0,35 <0,05 0,08 2,42 0,01 0,86 0,6
1,3 13,06 32,2 33,5 16,7 0,51 0,4 <0,05 0,08 2,32 0,01 0,96 0,53

1,34 13,19 32,7 33 16,6 0,44 0,36 <0,05 0,07 2,18 0,01 0,99 0,51
1,37 13,2 33,1 32,4 16,5 0,33 0,36 <0,05 0,08 2,14 0,01 1,02 0,52

Average: 1,2925 13,1525 32,15 33,6 16,4 0,465 0,3675 0,0775 2,265 0,01 0,9575 0,54
Ordinary analysis sample: 1,23 12,92 31,9 33,5 16,6 0,79 0,42 0,09 2,38 0,95 0,53
Difference: 0,0625 0,2325 0,25 0,1 0,2 0,325 0,0525 0,0125 0,115 0,0075 0,01
Standard deviation: 0,09287 0,063966 1,09697 1,344123 0,40825 0,10661 0,022174 0,005 0,12897 0 0,069462 0,040825
Min: 1,16 13,06 30,6 32,4 15,8 0,33 0,35 0,07 2,14 0,01 0,86 0,51
Max: 1,37 13,2 33,1 35,5 16,7 0,58 0,4 0,08 2,42 0,01 1,02 0,6
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Table C3. Analysis from tapping number 25626. 

 

 

Tapping number 25626:
S [%] Al2O3 [%] CaO [%] SiO2 [%] MgO [%] FeO [%] MnO [%] P2O5 [%] V2O5 [%] TiO2 [%] Cr2O3 [%] Bas [%] K2O [%]

The slag was taken 14:10 with a temp. of 1495°C 1,25 12,72 32,2 33,2 16,2 0,53 0,46 <0,05 0,1 2,52 0,01 0,97 0,57
1,25 12,82 32,2 33,2 16,5 0,49 0,48 <0,05 0,11 2,55 0,02 0,97 0,56
1,26 12,86 32,3 33 16,6 0,47 0,49 <0,05 0,12 2,52 0,02 0,98 0,55
1,21 12,76 32,2 33 16,4 0,42 0,54 <0,05 0,15 2,64 0,02 0,98 0,6

Average: 1,2425 12,79 32,225 33,1 16,425 0,4775 0,4925 0,12 2,5575 0,0175 0,975 0,57
Ordinary analysis sample: 1,39 12,99 31,5 34,2 16,2 0,53 0,38 0,08 2,38 0,92 0,58
Difference: 0,1475 0,2 0,725 1,1 0,225 0,0525 0,1125 0,04 0,1775 0,055 0,01
Standard deviation: 0,02217 0,062183 0,05 0,11547 0,17078 0,04573 0,034034 0,021602 0,056789 0,005 0,005774 0,021602
Min: 1,21 12,72 32,2 33 16,2 0,42 0,46 0,1 2,52 0,01 0,97 0,55
Max: 1,26 12,86 32,3 33,2 16,6 0,53 0,54 0,15 2,64 0,02 0,98 0,6
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Appendix D – Elements plotted against the temperature 
 

 
Figure D1. Manganese plotted against the temperature. 

 
Figure D2. Silicon plotted against the temperature. 
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Figure D3. Carbon plotted against the temperature. 

 

 
Figure D4. Sulfur plotted against the temperature.  
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FigureD5. Calcium oxide plotted against the temperature. 

 

 
Figure D6. Basicity plotted against the temperature. 
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Figure D7. Silicon dioxide plotted against the temperature. 

 

 
Figure D8. Potassium oxide plotted against the temperature. 
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Appendix E – The operators’ point of view 
A survey was done to get the tappers’ and control room operators’ point of view of the continuous 
temperature measurement. They think it is good since they can affect and control the production earlier 
and better. The control room operators see the temperature faster. The tappers have different opinions 
about how this affects the safety. One tap team thinks that the safety is not affected much, but 
mentions that every temperature measurement is a safety risk. Another team thinks that the safety is 
decreased since there is a risk of tripping on the new equipment at abnormal drift and also a risk to get 
burned when removing the continuous temperature probe. One control room operator thinks the safety 
is increased since the tappers do not need to spend as much time in the tap hall.  

It is also mentioned that the continuous temperature measurement equipment is in the way if the hood 
above the pig-iron needs to be removed. A suggestion to improve this is that it should be stationary but 
removable. A suggestion about how the depth of the continuous temperature probe could easily be 
measured is that a marking on the probe could be done.  

The tappers and control room operators also believe that it is most likely that the continuous 
temperature probe will break at the insertion respectively removal, and also if the probe is accidently 
hit. One tap team believes that it is important to keep the measure spot on the probe in the middle of 
the bath to achieve most accurate temperature since the surface likely is colder. Another tap team 
believes that the continuous temperature probe breaks because it cannot handle both high and low 
temperature. Both control room operators and tappers think that by using new, modern technique such 
as laser might be a good solution since the life time of the laser will likely be longer than for the 
continuous temperature probe. 

The wagon that is going to be built should be simple and easy to move, otherwise it won’t be used. The 
placement of the wagon should be for example at the wall below the tap shed or beneath the stairs 
furthest away in the tap hall.  

To improve the tappers’ sight of the temperature it should be shown on the board on the wall and also 
in the tap shed. The control room operator taking part in this survey is pleased with how he sees the 
temperature and does not think it is necessary with improvements for the control room operators.  

Three of the tap teams that took part in this survey take the slag sample around 10 - 15 minutes after 
the slag has entered the slag runner at normal drift. If the tapping is short the sample is taken 
immediately when the slag enters the runner. Another two tap teams takes the slag – and pig-iron 
sample after 2-3 minutes.  
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Appendix F – Our sketch of the wagon 

 
Figure F1. The sketch of the wagon 

The “T” in the middle is a magnetic stand that tools can hang on so they are easy to grab and put back 
without falling off the wagon. To the left of the wagon there are two holders, one for the old probe and 
one for the new one. The probes can easily be lowered and pulled up by the wincher. The wagon should 
be at a good work height and also fit under the stairs in the tap hall. (OBS; The small hole drawn to the 
right was another suggestion where the new probe could be kept but that can be ignored since the first 
way probably is preferable).  
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Appendix G – Graph examples 

 
Figure G1. Manganese and temperature from tapping 25617 plotted.  

 

 
Figure G2. Silicon and temperature from tapping 25594 plotted.  
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